PKI-BASED SYSTEM FOR AUTHENTICATION & TRANSACTION VERIFICATION
Wondering how to meet the RBI recommendations for implementing PKI?

We are here to help!

As the leading experts in PKI for over a decade, Odyssey Technologies Limited has been successfully implementing Public Key Infrastructure for payment systems across India. We were the pioneers of PKI implementation in the Asia-Pacific region and remain the most effective PKI providers in the market.

Why opt for Odyssey?

Odyssey's implementations follow the zero-touch model which ensures that the deployment happens in a timely fashion with the least amount of disruption to business.

This means, you will be able to effectively meet RBI deadlines for implementing PKI across your payment applications, on time and on budget!

Odyssey's PKI products are compatible across payment applications from multiple vendors including Finacle, Flexcube, Microbanker, Finware, TCS BaNCS, Vayana, Pramati, Temenos T24, Temenos CoreBanking TCB and others.
Our Public Key Infrastructure can be deployed regardless of application architecture, server platform, and operating system.

Our products are compatible even with legacy applications that are not fully documented!

We have been the trusted PKI providers for some of India's most prominent banks including State Bank of India, HDFC Bank, Indian Overseas Bank, and a host of others.

Solutions for two-factor authentication:

*Snorkel-TX:*

A powerful e-security gateway server that provides two-stage login verification and transaction security for web applications. Feature highlights include secure two-factor authentication using digital certificates, reliable page-level access control, transaction security using digital signatures, and channel security using two-way authenticated SSL.
**Snorkel-BX:**

A business-to-business e-security server for protecting communication and transactions between one or more business application servers as well as for enabling secure managed file transfers.

The server provides PKI-based e-security including certificate-based authentication, access control, transaction non-repudiation and SSL-based secure communication channel.
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**Related Products**

---

**Certrix Suite:**

A comprehensive set of scalable, fully standards compliant, policy-driven PKI products and solutions for setting up private as well as commercial Certification Authority infrastructure.

The suite includes a Certification Authority server (Odyssey Certrix), Signing Server (Odyssey Signer), Extended Registration Authority server (Odyssey ERA), certificate validation solutions (Odyssey CerTrust), and a Time Stamping Server (Odyssey ClockTix).
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For more PKI related products and solutions from Odyssey Technologies Limited, visit [www.odysseytec.com](http://www.odysseytec.com)
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Implementing a sound public key infrastructure (PKI) is still the best way to protect your online transactions!
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To learn more about how we can help you:

Call: +91 44 28221330      E-Mail: info@odysseytec.com

Visit: www.odysseytec.com
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Odyssey Technologies Ltd